
 

eports published by the U.S. Department of Labor Bureau of Labor Statistics suggest that the average person spends more than half the day in public. 

The bureau’s Time Use Survey follows Americans’ daily activities and tracks visits to offices, grocery stores, malls, and restaurants among other public 

places. A majority of people’s typical activities occur outside the comfort of home and familiarity of private property. Public activity leads to a very 

distinct possibility of an injury on someone else’s property. 

In many states and jurisdictions, when you have been hurt while shopping or visiting a commercial, public, or residential property, you may be entitled 

to compensation. The time to consult with a qualified premises liability lawyer is before the insurance companies begin offering paltry settlements and before 

any statute of limitations expires. Protect your rights, your health, and your future by calling an attorney who knows the law to pursue your claim vigorously. 

 

Injuries Change Your Life 

Whether you are victim of a slip and fall or a more serious accident caused by property conditions, an 

unexpected injury has serious consequences. You and your family may be facing: 

 Medical expenses 

 Lost income and wages 

 Other financial hardships and bill collectors 

Accidents lead to uncertainty. Additional stress can add to the difficulties already associated with recovery. 

After an injury sustained on someone else’s property, competent legal advice may be the best medicine. 

 

The Property Owner’s Responsibility 

Depending on the jurisdiction, property owners in various states owe specific duties to the licensee or invitee — put simply, the law usually protects 

customers. When you visit a big-box store, a neighborhood bistro, or even an acquaintance’s home, you expect the property to be safe and maintained. From 

state to state, premises liability law is predicated on the axiom that the owner is responsible for providing safe conditions for all who live, visit, or occupy the 

property. When an owner fails to act reasonably to correct hazardous conditions or to protect you from dangers, he may be liable for the costs of any injury, 

suffering, and other damages. 

 

Premises Liability Law is Full of Confusing Loopholes 

Some states have specific liability laws to define relationships between owners and visitors; the types of liability; and the conditions and procedures for 

filing suit. Generally, an injured party must prove four elements to satisfy a liability claim: 

 The owner had a duty of care or conduct 

 The owner failed to meet that duty 

 The owner’s failures were the actual and proximate causes of injury 

 As a result of the owner’s actions or inactions, you in fact suffered an injury 

A qualified premises liability lawyer will identify the legally responsible party. She will collect evidence and argue to prove each element of a state’s law to 

ensure your claim is not lost on a technicality. Pursuing a claim is best accomplished with the assistance of an experienced lawyer who knows the loopholes, 

filing procedures and deadlines, rules of evidence, and how to negotiate the best possible settlement from insurance companies and responsible parties. 

 

When Accidents Happen… 

 Anyone faces the potential risk of an unexpected injury in public. Statistically, accidents are a rare occurrence. Most people never encounter a hazard or 

serious injury. Unfortunately, however, as the saying goes, “accidents happen.” 

Any of the following situations or property conditions may result in an accident and injury entitling you to compensation: 

 Wet floors, icy pavement, or uneven surfaces that caused a slip and fall injury 

 Faulty doors, escalators, or other conveyances which left a user temporarily or permanently disabled 

 Poorly maintained fixtures, shelving, and equipment that fell over and hurt someone 

 Hazardous displays that caused an injury however minor 

The best protection after an accident is to know your rights and to protect them with a trusted legal representative. 

Speak with a premises liability lawyer early, and be prepared to answer questions intended to protect your claim and 

rights: Did you take photos, obtain names of witnesses, or speak to the property owner? Most importantly, the lawyer 

will want to know what kind of medical treatment you sought and where. These questions may lead to crucial evidence in a premises liability case. There are 

many more considerations that a lawyer will investigate. The more information a lawyer has to work with, the better the possible outcome. 

 

Consult with an Experienced Premises Liability Lawyer 

A premises liability lawyer knows how to clear hurdles and obstacles when pursuing your claim for damages. Property owners and insurance companies 

will fight aggressively to protect assets. Their lawyers may claim there was no accident or injury, or they may try to blame a shopper, customer, or visitor. 

An experienced attorney can represent your rights vigorously and build a solid case by: 

 Calling on experts to testify 

 Examining medical reports 

 Discovering other evidence to support a claim 

When you suffer a property-related injury, don’t risk losing settlements and compensation you may be entitled to by waiting for the insurance company or 

property owner to make the situation right. Speak to a lawyer who will get right to the point and explain your rights. Call a qualified premises liability lawyer 

immediately to for the best advice and legal remedies. 
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